TAKING HAWORTH TO THE PEOPLE

The EZ65 seating range by Haworth is all about comfort and quality - designed with Haworth’s world class attention to office productivity and environmental sustainability.

The EZ65 task chairs offer excellent value and superior ergonomic performance.

The EZ65 seating range is the best in its class providing a comprehensive range of options and finishes, allowing the chairs to fit seamlessly into a broad range of office environments.

EZ65 proves that creating an aesthetically pleasing and ergonomically sound workspace for employees need not cost a fortune. It is reassuring to know that the EZ range exceeds industry standards for its durability, environmental performance and ergonomics. Quality, comfort and stylish aesthetics make the EZ65 a wise choice.

EZ65 – Go Easy
Easy Price, Easy Design, Easy Comfort, Easy Assembly
CHAIRS FOR EVERY BODY
The EZ65 is a stylish chair with world-class ergonomic credentials thoughtfully designed with a comprehensive range of product options and adjustments. The benefits of ergonomically designed furniture go beyond just comfort. Ergonomic seating can help reduce the occurrence of many work related injuries including back and joint pain and has the potential to dramatically improve both workplace well-being and productivity.

The adjustability of the range ensures that all EZ65 seating can be utilised by a wide range of employees working within a broad context of business operations, and are truly chairs for every body.

**Armrest**
Accommodates users of different heights and shoulder widths.

**Lumbar Support**
In built lumbar support designed to allow the small of the back to retain its natural and comfortable curve.

**Mesh Back**
Provides comfortable back support by weight dispersion through mesh, improved airflow, and easy add-on component kits to the existing back that are aesthetically matched.

**Seat Sliding**
50mm seat depth adjustment to fit people of various sizes.
Headrest
Intuitive height adjustment of 50mm, with proper angle for comfortable support. Soft touch feel by PU upholstery.

Upholstery Back
Premium looking with the same comfort, perfect colour match with the seat.

Seat/Back Adjustment
Perfect integration of seat height adjustment and back lock activation provides easy operation. 125mm seat height adjustment in a large range. Embossed instruction level pad.

Model options include:
- Headrest - height adjustable headrest; w/o headrest
- Back - mesh back or fabric back
- Arms - height adjustable arms, fixed arms or no arms
- Lumbar - height adjustable lumbar, w/o lumbar
- Casters - hard caster, soft caster

DESIGNED FOR EVERY WORKSPACE
The easy style of the EZ65 means it can fit comfortably into every work environment. The design aesthetic is clean, uncluttered and contemporary and the lines of the chair reflect the Haworth attention to detail.
Haworth believes that everyone should have access to durable office furniture that lasts over time and supports businesses as they grow.
The EZ65 is designed to be flexible both in terms of its adjustability and the range of available options. This seating range enables offices to take on the look of a custom-designed workspace, at a fraction of the cost.

The design aesthetic is clean, uncluttered and contemporary and the lines of the chair reflect the Haworth attention to detail.
Haworth believes that everyone should have access to durable office furniture that lasts over time and supports businesses as they grow.
The EZ65 is designed to be flexible both in terms of its adjustability and the range of available options. This seating range enables offices to take on the look of a custom-designed workspace, at a fraction of the cost.
The EZ65 chair can be utilised in a wide range of office configurations with a stool chair format included and an extra high stool available as a bar, counter or draft table option. Height adjustable chairs in the EZ65 range can be adjusted through a range of 580 - 770mm, with a chromed finish stool ring with a black inner frame colour.
OFFICE FURNITURE FOR ALL SEASONS

Colour provides an ideal vehicle with which offices can stamp their individual style or create demarcation within a space. The EZ65 mesh back or optional chair back upholstery is available in six striking colours which can be renewed at any time. In the same way the EZ65 padded seat can be recovered in a wide range of Haworth seating fabric colours.

EASY ASSEMBLY

The Haworth EZ65 arrives in compact flat-pack packaging designed to minimise freight costs and the environmental impact associated with transport. It’s so easy to put together that in less than 30 seconds the EZ65 is assembled and ready to go. The ease of assembly also enables office furniture to be efficiently upgraded or altered through the use of the EZ65 options.
SEATING THAT CARES

Haworth manages design and resources to reduce environmental cost as much as possible. More than 53% of the EZ65 chair is recyclable, and the packaging and transportation of the furniture has been designed to minimize both freight costs and the environmental implications of transportation.

The full range reflects Haworth’s focus on sustainability and surpasses the baseline standards established by the Business and Institutional Manufacturer’s Association (BIFMA). BIFMA has developed voluntary product and industry standards that support safe, healthy and sustainable work environments.

The EZ65 seating systems contribute to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification. All pieces within the EZ65 range are supplied with a comprehensive environmental data sheet to assist in that process.

The EZ65 family of chairs provides business with the opportunity to purchase entry-level task chairs that achieve standards of environmental and ergonomic performance usually reserved for furniture that is markedly more expensive.

Please ask Haworth for more information on any of our sustainability content and claims.

Environmental Credentials:

- Contains 33% post-consumer recycled content and 20% pre-consumer recycled content, and is 100% recyclable
- Contributes to LEED, BCA Green Mark, GBCA Green Star, and other Green Building Rating Systems
- EZ65 is BIFMA Level 1 Certified representing its responsibility in the design, manufacturing and use phases
- Certified and 100% recycled fabrics available
- No PVC or other harmful chemicals are used in the product
- No ozone depleting substances are used during the manufacturing process
- Made in a zero-landfill factory with ISO 14001 and OHAS 18001
EZ65 guest chair incorporates all design spirits of the entire family into one chair that can be used for a number of purposes – from reception, executive guest through meeting and break out areas. The chair stacks conveniently on both 4-leg base (with glides or castors) and cantilever sled base models, latter one of which provides extra bumper comfort. EZ65 guest chair comfortably with the design aesthetic of the entire range and adds a new elegant form with its chromed chair sled base.